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NEW TECHNOLOGIES SIG

TOM SHEPHERD



NEW TECH SIG UPDATE



TOP TECH TRENDS THAT WILL TRANSFORM 
THE AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY IN 2021

THURSDAY FEB 18 3:30PM

Topic for February Meeting 



NEW TECH SIG 

WE NEED IDEAS

ALL YOU HAVE TO DO IS SEND ME AN EMAIL ABOUT SOMETHING YOU 

WOULD LIKE TO LEARN MORE ABOUT AT 

NEWTECH@GRANDCOMPUTERS.ORG



NEW TECHNOLOGIES SIG

MEETING EVERY MONTH 

3RD THURSDAY 3:30

Contact Tom Shepherd for additional information at

NEWTECH@GRANDCOMPUTERS.ORG

A forum for the open discussion of technologically advanced ideas and 
experiences



MICROSOFT

APPLE

INTEL 

GOOGLE

WHAT ARE THEY PLANNING FOR 2021 ?

Today’s Topic



AGENDA

The four companies and their “theme songs” for 2021

Microsoft – “Still the One”

Apple – “Walking on Sunshine”

Intel – “What have I done to deserve this?”

Google – “I just want to be your everything”

Wrapup

Additional information about Microprocessors if we get to it



“Still The One”



Current State of the Company



Current State of the Company

The next few slides come from 



Current State of the Company



Significant Trends

Microsoft offers a wide variety of software products and cloud services.

Their unifying theme is that they are all focused on business customers.

Yes, it offers Windows and Office productivity tools to individual 
consumers too, but the consumer market is no longer the focus of the 
company.



Growth Areas

Microsoft Teams is a collaboration tool designed to improve internal 
communication. 

It is a popular choice for businesses that use Microsoft 365 products. 

It is packaged in with the Microsoft 365 suite and syncs up well with other 
Microsoft technologies. 



Products for 2021

In 2021, you'll be able to pay a flat price to get 

the Microsoft Office suite, instead of subscribing for a 
monthly fee to Microsoft 365



WINDOWS 10X

These next few slides come from 



WINDOWS 10X

In addition to refocusing its efforts on Windows 10, Microsoft is also 
planning to ship Windows 10X in the first half of 2021.

Microsoft has been working on Windows 10X behind closed doors for the 
last few years, and it aims to deliver a modern and lightweight version of 

the operating system for low and mid-range PCs, as well as flagship 
foldable PCs too.

https://www.windowscentral.com/windows-10x


WINDOWS 10X

Windows 10X will "RTM" in December, and Microsoft is hoping 
to start shipping the first Windows 10X devices in the spring of 

2021. 
These devices will be mid-range laptops and tablets, and

designed to compete directly with the Chromebook market.

Windows 10X will ship without local win32 app support, but 
Microsoft is planning to push its new Cloud PC app streaming 

service to fill in that gap.



WINDOWS 10X

Windows 10X is now being positioned as Microsoft's "Chrome 
OS" killer, being a lightweight OS with excellent security, 

battery life, and performance but with the added ability of 
running Windows apps.

In the future, Windows 10X will be able to run Win32 apps 
locally, but I'm told that capability won't ship until 2022 when it 

launches on foldable PCs too.







“Walking on Sunshine”















“What have I done to deserve this ?”









Intel took the time at CES to offer a preview of its next major chip 

release: its hybrid Alder Lake chipsets, which — like its Lakefield 
predecessor — will utilize an approach similar to Arm’s 
BIG.little technology, using high-performance and high-efficiency 

cores in a single package to maximize both power and efficiency.

But where the Lakefield chips were largely focused on mobile 

devices, Intel says that Alder Lake will help serve as the foundation 

for future desktop and mobile processors instead, with the first 

products using this “most power-scalable system-on-chip” set to 

arrive in the second half of the year.

https://www.theverge.com/circuitbreaker/2020/8/13/21365544/intel-tiger-lake-11th-gen-xe-graphics-gpu-preview-first-look-architecture-day-2020
https://www.arm.com/why-arm/technologies/big-little


Intel moving into Graphic Processing Units (GPU)  



“I just want to be your everything”























Starting in 2021, Google TV will start showing up on set-top boxes, 

dongles, and full smart TVs from Google’s current Android TV partners 

while regular Android TV devices can also hit the market.

By 2022, all Android TV retail devices will be using the new platform. 

Currently available Android TV devices will also either be updated to the 
new experience or adopt some of its features over time.













Additional information

“Why are companies (Apple) changing 

direction and want to “build” their own 
Microprocessors  



There are two primary microprocessor architectures today

Complex Instruction Set Computer (CISC)
The microprocessor is more complicated

Reduced Instruction Set Computer (RISC)
The microprocessor is less complicated

Microprocessors



There are two primary implementations today

Complex Instruction Set Computer (CISC)
X86 

Reduced Instruction Set Computer (RISC)
ARM (Advanced RISC Machines)

Microprocessors 



The industry is moving from X86 to ARM
Why ?

ARM microprocessors generate less heat, use less power, are less 
expensive and can be manufactured more quickly

ARM



ARM-based processors are used in the vast majority of the world's 
smartphones and tablets, and countless other devices from routers to 

TV sets to cars. 

They are also expected to be widely adopted for Internet of Things 
devices, where the combination of low power consumption and low 

prices makes ARM chips attractive.

ARM



What does this trend mean?

This is a big impact to Intel as many of their customers 
are 

Moving to ARM technology

“Building” their own unique chips 

ARM



SoC

SoC stands for system on a chip. 

This is a chip/integrated circuit that holds many components of a 

computer—usually the CPU (via a microprocessor or 

microcontroller), memory, input/output (I/O) ports and secondary 

storage—on a single substrate, such as silicon.

Having all of these components on one substrate means SoCs use 

less power and take up less space than their multi-chip 
counterparts.



SiP

A system in a package (SiP) or system-in-package is a number 

of integrated circuits enclosed in one or more chip 

carrier packages that may be stacked using package on package

.

The SiP performs all or most of the functions of an electronic 

system, and is typically used inside a mobile phone, digital music 

player, etc. 

A SiP is like a system on chip (SoC) but less tightly integrated 
and not on a single semiconductor die.



SoC



Is Apple really going to be 
“building” their own chips ?

Short Answer is No

Apple designs 

and

Somebody else builds

That somebody else is called a “Foundry”



What is a Foundry?

A semiconductor foundry (commonly called a fab; also known as a 
semiconductor fabrication plant) is a factory where devices such as 

Integrated Circuits (IC) are manufactured.



Intel

Intel takes the “soup to nuts” approach

They architect, design, test the microprocessors

They also manufacture the microprocessors

They call their manufacturing locations “Fabs”



Foundries

Now the trend is for companies that specialize in only the manufacturing 

They build microprocessor based on the designs and specs they are given

They build for many companies

These are now called “Foundries”





Build these chips to the designs of other companies

tsmc has the expertise and the capital to build huge plants 

tsmc has been able to “out manufacture” Intel over the last few years

TSMC



Tsmc – Apple, Huawei

Samsung – Samsung itself

Global Foundries – AMD, Qualcomm

Intel – Intel itself

The top Foundries and 
their largest customers



Why do companies like SoC and SiP and 
making their own processors

Gives them control over the “stack” i.e.

they design and own both the hardware and the software of their products

This allows companies to design into their hardware particular features that 

their software can exploit (and vice-versus)

“Exclusives”



Why do companies like SoC and SiP and 
making their own processors”

This also allows companies to be more “leading edge” and bring their 

products to market sooner 

because

They know what is coming in the hardware (and/or software) much sooner 

than other, 3rd party companies, that may want to write apps for their 

system
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